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New clear coat for superfast drying 

Exceptional gloss combined with extremely short drying times - the new 
Permasolid HS Speed Clear Coat 8800 from Spies Hecker produces an 
absolutely brilliant, efficient finish. 

Spies Hecker has developed a completely new clear coat based on an innovative 

binder technology. With a drying time of only five minutes at 60°C object 

temperature, the new Permasolid HS Speed Clear Coat 8800 offers a top-of-the-

range solution. Process times are noticeably shorter and bodyshop efficiency 

increases enormously.  

“The new clear coat is in a league of its own,” says Frank Barduna, Spies Hecker 

head of technical service international. “This allows refinishers to complete work 

more quickly and it reduces downtime in the spray booth.”  

Reduced energy consumption 

The new clear can be adjusted to suit various drying conditions by using two 

different hardeners. The clear can be dried not only at high temperatures, but also at 

low temperatures in the spray booth or be left to dry overnight or at room 

temperature. The flexible drying options allow refinishers to optimise individual work 

processes in the bodyshop and reduce energy consumption. 

Efficient application 

The new Permasolid HS Speed Clear Coat 8800 can be applied efficiently in 1.5 

passes and results in a very even flow. After oven curing, for example, the clear can 

be polished only 10 minutes after cooling. It is also very flexible in use – from Speed 

Repair to multi-panel repairs. 



 

 

Gloss of a new dimension 

The appearance of the new superfast clear reaches new levels, offering extreme 

gloss, a first class depth and a very hard surface after just one day. “The 

extraordinary gloss levels become apparent in the almost glass-like surface. It’s just 

brilliant,” Barduna says.   

The Permasolid HS Speed Clear Coat 8000 has exceptional product qualities. 

Brilliant, superfast, simply better - the new Spies Hecker clear coat combines the 

highest quality standards with a particularly cost-effective application. The new 

Permasolid HS Speed Clear Coat will be available shortly. 
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Spies Hecker, one of the global refinish coating brands from Axalta Coating Systems, 

delivers optimum and practical paint system solutions that make bodyshop work easier and 

more efficient. With more than 130 years of success behind it, Spies Hecker always puts 

customers first. High-quality product systems, superior service and targeted training result in 

more environmentally compatible vehicle refinishing. Based in Cologne, Germany, it is one of 

the world’s leading vehicle refinish brands, and is available in over 76 countries worldwide. 

Spies Hecker – simply closer! 
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